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**PROGRAM**

**Part I**

In The Temple
Traditionally all instruction originates here. Training of the mind, body, and spirit.

In The Beginning
The Kata is a form of dance. The movements are traditional and imparts balance to the body. The application of the Kata is demonstrated.

Start Them Early
Our children, the future citizens demonstrate the calisthenics and forms of training.

The Ladies Play Rough
Here, a practical application of the Art is presented to the ladies. Forms that are useful in warding off attack.

Weaponry — Bo, Nunchaku, Sai
The use of arms, also, is trained in a dance form—the Kata and applications.

Defend Thyself
Advanced forms of hand to hand and armed combat.

Reality of the Blade
Knife techniques are presented in a most unusual manner.

Martial Arts Combat Circle
Multiple attack forms in gang buster style produce a melee of action.

**INTERMISSION**

**Part II**

Break the Ice and Prepare the Salad
Advanced techniques of weaponry and breaking—The result of years of training and discipline demonstrate the power of the Art.

The Art of Deception and Invisibility
A fantasy presentation of the art and skills, and the philosophies of development.

Meeting of the Samurai
The most fearsome of the ancient warlords, the Samurai, in a spine tingling action packed demonstration.

NOTE—Due to the nature of the program and the high incident of hazard, changes or substitutions may be made without prior notice. The artists appearing on the program will be pleased to greet their friends immediately after the show. It is requested that no visitations be made back stage before or during the show.
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